1. March 18, 2010 – Conceptual Foundations and Historical Overview

* What Is East-Central Europe? Political and Cultural Geographies (Lecture, 15.00–16.20)
* What Was Socialism? Historical Development and Economic Conceptualizations (Lecture, 16.35–17.45)
* East-Central Europe as an Area of Anthropological Studies (Brief Lecture, 18.00–18.35)
* Last Bus Stop (Documentary Film Screening, 18.40–19.30)


2. April 1, 2010 – From State Socialism to Post-Socialism: Theory and Practice

* Political and Economic Theories of State Socialism (Lecture and Discussion, 15.00–16.20)
* Practical Critique: Economic Reforms, Consumer Socialism, Second Economy (Discussion, 16.35–17.55)
* Theories and Histories of the Transition: A Great Transformation or a Return to Europe? (Lecture, 18.10–19.30)


3. April 15, 2010– Negotiating Capitalism in East-Central Europe

* Wild East: Global Capitalism in East-Central Europe (Lecture and Discussion, 15.00–16.20)
* Privatization, Consumerism, and the Discourse on Normality (Discussion, 16.35–17.55)
* Trajectories of Social and Cultural Change after 1989 (Lecture, 18.10–19.30)

4. April 29, 2010– Politics of Memory and Identity in a Post-Socialist Context


